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INTRODUCTION
SustainLNK (www.sustainlnk.org) is a website serving as a hub of sustainability resources in Lincoln,
Nebraska. The site began as a personal project before becoming my UNL Honors Program Senior Project
in Spring 2021, and consists of a website of resources along with two social media accounts providing
more timely updates on sustainability-related events. This document outlines the thought and planning
that was behind the development of the resource. Each embedded link includes a number in superscript;
these links can be found in their entirety in Appendix 1, in the case that a physical copy is being read or
embedded links have otherwise been lost.

SECTION ONE: WHAT IS SUSTAINLNK?
SUSTAINLNK BEFORE HONORS
Prior to considering what to complete for my UNL Honors Program Senior Project, SustainLNK was born
as a personal project during UNL’s extended winter break of the 2020-2021 academic year. I had a strong
personal interest in living sustainably at the time, and had also recently joined the Environmental
Stewards Honors Track at UNL. I found myself passively discovering unique, locally-oriented methods of
living more sustainably as time went on; however, I found it difficult to explicitly seek out such
opportunities (such as whether compost pickup was available) when I wanted to learn more.
Additionally, I struggled to remember details about the local opportunities that I did learn about over
time.
At the time, I had recently completed the first edition of my Personal Portfolio for the Honors Tracks,
which had opened me up to using programs such as Wix to design a free website online. Having had a
positive experience designing my Portfolio, I decided to create another site, this time to serve as a
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personal hub of all of the sustainability-related resources that I came across - that way, I always knew
where to look for more information when the time came for me to make a lifestyle change. Without
thinking too much about it, I named the site SustainLNK, inspired by the names of many other programs
in Nebraska’s capitol city - such as BikeLNK (Lincoln’s bike share system) and EmergeLNK (a local street
art festival). This original site is still available to view here1 for the primary purpose of serving as a
reference of where the site began.

EXISTING AND MOTIVATING RESOURCES
Prior to beginning the creation of a new-and-improved SustainLNK for my Honors Senior Project, I was
encouraged by my primary advisor, Dr. Shah, to look into existing resources that were available. At the
time, I was unable to find any sites with a similar purpose in other cities - however, I did discover a few
local resources that became good reference points for what SustainLNK would become.
UNL’s Green Guide to Lincoln
The Green Guide to Lincoln (found here2) was designed by the UNL student government (ASUN) in 2015
to encourage UNL students to take advantage of sustainability-related resources on campus and in the
greater city. Though very similar to SustainLNK in its original purpose (written with further detail below),
I found the guide to be somewhat outdated, and lacking a very Lincoln-specific focus. In turn, I felt that
SustainLNK would serve as a compliment to the existing guide, building upon the resources that are
listed in the above PDF.
MyLink
Though lacking a sustainability-related focus, MyLink (found here3) is a website created by a Lincoln
resident that serves as a hub of human services-related resources in the city. Because of the similar
intent (having a one-stop-shop for residents looking for particular resources), MyLink served as
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inspiration for my final method of organizing the content of SustainLNK. Because of the less pressing
nature of the resources on SustainLNK (many MyLink resources relate to fields such as domestic violence
and food insecurity), I had the opportunity to make the site more engaging and less ‘to the point.’
City of Lincoln website
Finally, I spent some time engaging with the City of Lincoln website before working on the final design of
SustainLNK. I found that the City website did a good job of offering information on a number of
resources - even those that are privately owned - however, a lot of content was difficult to find. I felt that
this was the case for two key reasons:
1. The sheer amount of information available on the City website; and
2. The difficulty in searching for particular resources on the site (most likely due to the amount of
content available on the site).
Many pages on SustainLNK contain links to City website pages to find more information; the goal is that
the information is easier to locate on SustainLNK than on the City site.

TARGET AUDIENCE
Taking into consideration my original purpose with creating SustainLNK along with some information
from existing resources above, I decided that the target audience of SustainLNK is ‘individuals and
families who already have some degree of desire to live sustainably, but who may not currently have the
time, resources, or knowledge to find the resources themselves.’
I don’t feel that the role of SustainLNK is to convince anyone to live sustainably who does not currently
feel that it is a necessary step to take. Narrowing my target audience in this way limits the scripted goal
of the site - however, I feel that it makes the goal more realistic, and allows me to present information in
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a way that does not require justification at each step (for example, I can allow it to be a given that it is
better to reduce carbon emissions than to not).

PURPOSE
The purpose of SusatinLNK has remained somewhat constant since I first decided to expand the site by
making it my Honors Senior Project. As mentioned above, SustainLNK first became a reality due to my
struggle to keep track of all of the different locally-focused methods of living sustainably in Lincoln that I
had come across. With the expansion of the site, the purpose of SustainLNK became twofold:
1. To serve as a “hub of sustainability resources in Lincoln” (also the site’s tagline), available for
those who are already somewhat interested in making sustainable lifestyle changes; and,
2. Help foster resident’s pride in their city through demonstrating the scope of existing resources,
and encourage the development of further resources that may be shown to be missing.

SECTION TWO: THE DESIGN OF SUSTAINLNK
PICKING A WEBSITE HOST
After deciding with my primary advisor to recreate SustainLNK from scratch (to encourage more creative
thinking), the next step was to pick where to host the site - in particular, whether to continue using Wix
or choose a new platform. This decision was made much easier with the help of Dr. Shah; she made
available to me a PDF presentation that outlined information on the top four website hosting platforms
(Squarespace, Wix, Weebly, and Wordpress), including information such as:
●

Hosting and custom domain cost; and

●

Pros and Cons on settings, themes, customizability, billing methods, and more.
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Upon visiting some sample sites provided in the presentation and reviewing the above information, I
decided to host the new SustainLNK on Wordpress. The simple editing interface, affordable hosting and
custom domain, and 24/7 support contributed to this decision.

Fortunately, one decision I was confident in from the start was the name of the site: SustainLNK. After
some brief research on different domain name types (such as .com, .org, etc.), I settled on .org due to
the informative and non-commercial nature of the site.

WEBSITE THEME AND BRANDING
To use informal terminology, the primary factor I was seeking out while browsing potential themes for
SustainLNK were fitting ‘vibes.’ I was looking for something that utilized a traditional ‘sustainable’ color
palette (typically greens, browns, and/or other neutrals), and that used a clear but engaging font that
could be carried across different styles of branding. In the end, I chose to proceed with the Wordpress
Barnsbury theme, which took advantage of a forest green and beige color palette and widely available
Rubik font to create a theme originally designed for farm-to-table restaurants.

At later points in the development process, I continued to use this baseline color palette and font to
design marketing materials (pictured later) as well as a logo for SustainLNK (Fig.1). Because the primary
purpose of the logo is for search engine tabs and social media profile pictures, I wanted it to be circular
and simple, but also include basic information on what SustainLNK is. After designing a few samples and
working on improvements with my peers, I settled on the final logo, pictured on the next page.
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Fig.1: SustainLNK logo, designed by Kayla Kremke.

WEBSITE ORGANIZATION
I spent a fair amount of time deciding on the best method of organizing the new-and-improved
SustainLNK; I knew there would be a number of resources to include under a wide variety of categories,
and I wanted to make it as user-friendly as possible. After writing out the list of pages and topics on the
original SustainLNK, I decided to organize the pages in a top-down manner, inspired by that of MyLink.
In this design, users click through multiple ‘layers’ of pages to reach their end goal. Though this may
result in more scrolling and clicks than may be ideal, I felt that it would contribute to inspiring people to
find swaps that truly fit their lifestyles and be motivated to take genuine steps. I felt that this distinction
was important, as many of the resources available on the site require a greater sacrifice than simply, say,
making a purchase.
After spending some more time with the original SustainLNK, I found that most resources fit nicely into
four primary categories, including:
●

Cutting down carbon emissions;

●

Reworking your waste stream;
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●

Living local; and

●

Bigger picture (which became Advocacy at a later point in time).

These four primary categories serve as the menu of SustainLNK, with remaining pages then ‘flowing’
down from this main structure. A sample of the ‘web’ of pages stemming from the category “Reworking
your waste stream” is included below, making it easier to understand the flow of the site.

Fig.2: Sample web of pages under one primary category; same colors represent items present on the
same List page (discussed next).

PAGE STYLES
After deciding on this downward-flowing ‘web’ of pages, my next decisions involved how to design each
of the pages that would be found on the site. This proved to be a somewhat difficult task, with each
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resource being so unique and different parts of the site seeming to call for different styles of pages. In
the end, I decided the site called for three different styles of pages, each with a unique purpose
(discussed in more detail below): List pages, Action pages, and Information pages. The Home, About,
Blog, and Contact pages are exempt from these three primary page styles.
List pages
List pages are exactly as they sound: pages containing a list of sub-categories (more List pages), Action
pages, or Information pages. A sample of a List page on Cutting down carbon emissions can be found
here4.
Each List page begins with a header representing the primary- or sub-category that it contains, and is
followed by a page-wide header that says “Get involved;” it is under this header where all of the
sub-categories and Action pages in that page’s category or sub-category are listed. These sub-categories
and Action pages are listed with a picture on the left, along with a small header and brief ‘blurb’ of
information underneath to the right; where possible, these pictures are recognizable local features or
images of people in action, as was recommended to me by test users of SustainLNK. The pictures are on
the left of each piece of information to ensure they appear above the small header and ‘blurb’ when the
site is viewed on mobile devices.
Underneath the “Get involved” section, some List pages contain a second page-wide header that says
“Learn more.” This is where Information pages (discussed later) are found. Because Action pages
(discussed next) contain all of the baseline information needed to take advantage of a resource, Dr. Shah
and I decided Information pages are more of a ‘perk’ of SustainLNK - in that they don’t directly relate to
the site’s purpose - and are in turn less important to draw attention to than Action pages.
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Action pages
The majority of the pages on SustainLNK are Action pages; a sample Action page on BikeLNK can be
found here5.
Action pages begin by featuring a page-wide, primary picture followed by a brief statement and a list of
three benefits that stem from taking that action. Each benefit is listed as the benefit itself (such as Free,
Buildable, Community, etc.) followed by one-two sentences of information justifying how that benefit
stems from the resource in question.
After the three benefits is a page-wide header titled “More information” - this is where I include any
relevant information on the resource at hand, such as how to go about doing it, cost, why it’s important,
and any other significant or interesting details. It is in this section where any non-image multimedia
aspects are included, which are discussed in more detail at a later point. Fairly few pages contain any
links in this section of the page, as I found that they made the page feel cluttered and difficult to read;
instead, most links are included as buttons at the bottom of the page, under a brief call to action.
This page setup is contrary to what many may feel is the best way to format a website - typically done
containing the most important information (such as links) at the top. However, this decision was quite
intentional. Many of the sustainability resources included on the site include some form of sacrifice,
many of which require time and dedication. I felt that the top-down structure of the Action pages may
lead people to feel an attachment to the idea and feel that they are making an informed decision, which
may help with the longer-term motivation involved in taking advantage of many available resources.
Information pages
Compared to Action pages, Information pages are somewhat less productive; a sample Information page
on Trails in Lincoln can be found here6.
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I consider Information pages to be less productive than Action pages in that the page setup is less
intentional - the majority of the Information pages contain a captioned image followed by a series of
headers and paragraphs of information with links. This style varies slightly more between pages than the
Action or List pages due to the varying content included. The purpose of these pages is exactly as it
sounds - create a space on the site dedicated solely for more information on potential subjects of
interest (such as where Lincoln’s recycling goes), which may be of interest to some readers but not
directly tied to the action-oriented purpose of the site.
Some Information pages contain links to Action pages at the end - as an example, the Information page
on Nebraska’s yard waste disposal ban7 contains a link at the end to the sub-category List page of
Composting in Lincoln. However, some others simply exist as hubs of information.

USABILITY TESTING
At the recommendation of Dr. Shah, I completed two rounds of ‘usability testing’ throughout the
creation of SustainLNK. The purpose of this testing was to expose potential users to the site during
creation and get active feedback on methods of improving the product, both in content and
organization.
Due to technology restrictions and the Coronavirus pandemic, all usability testing was done via Zoom.
During the scheduled call, the site was temporarily made public, and the testing ‘subject’ was asked to
open the site and share their screen (all participants were made aware of this before agreeing to the
testing). They were then asked a series of questions developed with the help of Dr. Shah, based around
the four categories of:
●

General (site concept and interest);

●

User experience (professionalism, primary categories);
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●

Navigation (page styles and ‘flow’-style navigation); and

●

Advertising (potential methods and brainstorming).

Questions were chosen to be as open-ended and productive as possible, and wrap-up questions included
opportunities for further discussion.
The first round of testing was done after all of the information had been added to the site, but before
final formatting and multimedia elements had been completed. The second round of testing was
completed after the final draft of the site was put together, but before proof-reading or publication had
been completed. Testing resulted in a number of improvements to the site, such as many more pictures,
a drop-down menu, breadcrumb links on each page, and more.

SECTION THREE: THE RESEARCH OF SUSTAINLNK
RESEARCHING CONTENT
Surprisingly little ‘research’ was done by the standards of the colloquial definition. After all, one of the
issues motivating the site’s creation was a lack of being able to explicitly find resources online. Instead, I
relied on four primary methods of finding resources and opportunities to include on the site: word of
mouth, faculty recommendations, online communities, and organization/City of Lincoln websites.
Word of mouth
Many of my peers - particularly classmates who I met through the Environmental Stewards Honors Track
- were heavily involved with locally-focused sustainable living at the time. Explaining the existence and
purpose of SustainLNK helped me learn of various resources in casual conversation with these peers.
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Faculty recommendations
I had two advisors for the UNL Honors Senior Project portion of SustainLNK, each chosen to help with a
different aspect of the site. As seen above, Dr. Shah was a great aid in the design and creation of the site;
Dr. Bartelt-Hunt quickly became a great resource for finding others to speak with on resources in the
community. As an example, after a reference from Dr. Bartelt-Hunt, I was able to meet with the City of
Lincoln’s Waste Diversion Coordinator via Zoom to discuss where Lincoln’s recycling goes after it is picked
up or dropped off at a recycling site. This information was then included on a page on where Lincoln’s
recycling goes8.
Online communities
Because SustainLNK was created over the course of more than a year, I had the benefit of using passive
encounters as a primary method of research. Following a number of sustainability-minded community
leaders and organizations on Twitter resulted in information about many new and improved resources
popping up in my feed; each time this occurred, I took note of the resource to add to SustainLNK. Many
resources on the site - such as Lincoln’s Bin Buddies9 program - were found (and still being found) using
this method.
Organization/City of Lincoln websites
Finally, some explicit research was done to ensure that SustainLNK was as complete of a resource as
possible. Clicking through countless pages of sustainability-related organizations’ (such as Lincoln Earth
Day’s) as well as the City of Lincoln’s website helped me come across a few resources I most likely
wouldn’t have found otherwise. As mentioned above, many of these sites (such as the City’s) aren’t as
searchable as may be ideal, and in turn may be easier to locate under the simple design of SustainLNK
before then being linked out to these other sites.
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CITING CONTENT
Due to the nature of the site, all resources for information contained on SustainLNK are linked alongside
the information itself; after all, the site is simply a “hub” of other, pre-existing resources. Proper citations
are also included for all relevant images and multimedia elements immediately alongside the element,
as discussed in more detail below.

TRACKING CONTENT
There are nearly 80 pages on SustainLNK so far, and it became important very quickly to track everything
in a way that allowed me to see which steps had been completed on each page - for example, a method
to visualize which pages had been proof-read, and which still needed to be. This is where the primary
backend SustainLNK spreadsheet was born.

The SustainLNK spreadsheet allows me to track where each page is listed on the site itself, along with the
page type and customizable columns for me to track any universal updates I add to pages (such as a
formatting change on all Action pages). This spreadsheet has been the primary method of organizing and
adding pages to SustainLNK since day one, and continues to be a useful tool. A sample screenshot of the
spreadsheet is included on the next page.
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Fig.3: Sample screenshot of organizing document of pages for SustainLNK.

SECTION FOUR: SITE FEATURES
MULTIMEDIA ASPECTS
From the beginning, I wanted SustainLNK to become more than simply words on a page. I did not add
many images or other multimedia elements to the original Wix site (nor, I fear, property cited those that
were included). In turn, it felt very unengaging, even for those interested in the content.
Because of this, I have done my best to ensure that SustainLNK is a site that varies the content type
depending on the message conveyed, while still maintaining consistent page styles between subjects.
Embedded videos
A few Action pages on SustainLNK - such as the pages on BikeLNK (linked above) and ScooterLNK10 - were
well-suited to include embedded video on the page. In each of these cases, the included videos were
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created by the original party involved (such as BikeLNK itself or Bird Scooters), found on YouTube, and
embedded into SustainLNK. This resulted in higher-quality videos than those that I could personally
develop.

Linked documents

For ‘how-to’ information on higher-pressure events (like riding buses or testifying at the Capitol), I linked
PDF’s of information that are easy to pull up or save without needing a connection to the internet. In
some cases - such as how to ride the bus for the first time - I developed these documents, while in others
- such as how to testify at the Unicameral - I simply linked documents developed by an original source. I
created documents in cases where official documents may have been lacking or not up-to-date.

Integrated maps

Location-based information - such as listing where all of the secondhand stores or Farmers markets are
in Lincoln - is included on SustainLNK in interactive map form, often with a list of more detailed
information included below the map. A sample screenshot of an integrated map of Farmers markets is
included on the next page.
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Fig.4: Integrated map of Farmers markets in Lincoln.
Images: overall
There are a large number of images on SustainLNK - nearly 150 in total. Because of this, fairly equal
amounts of time were spent on the development of the content of the site as was spent in taking and/or
finding images. Overall, I used three main methods of finding images for the site: taking them myself,
finding available images online, or through UNL’s Digital Photo Archive.
Images: taking them myself
In an effort to keep SustainLNK as locally-focused as possible, I took pictures of locations in Lincoln
whenever possible. These were primarily captured using an iPhone, and an attempt was made to take
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them during sunny, ‘optimistic’ weather to make actions look as appealing and ideal as possible. I worked
to convert each image to .jpg and rename the files before uploading them to SustainLNK.
Images: found online
Because of the sheer number of images on the site, it wasn’t feasible to take them all myself;
‘action-shots’ were particularly difficult to arrange and shoot. In turn, Dr. Shah introduced me to the
Creative Commons (now known as the Openverse11), which is a hub of digital resources that are available
for non-commercial use when paired with proper citation. Many images used on SustainLNK were found
thanks to the Openverse, and all are cited as such.
Images: UNL digital photo archive
Though the Openverse has a wide variety of available pictures, it was still difficult to find pictures that
weren’t too obviously not from the Lincoln area (for example, that didn’t have palm trees swaying in the
background). In turn, I came to wonder if there were any UNL resources I may have access to as a
University student. As it turns out - there is an entire archive!
I reached out to Craig Chandler with the UNL Digital Photos Archive and found that through sending him
image names, I had access to all of the photos typically used by UNL departments for advertising and
other formal communications. Even after verifying a second time, Craig confirmed that I did not have to
cite or credit these images on SustainLNK, and that they are welcome to remain on the site even after I
graduate.

BLOG
Though a blog12 is present on SustainLNK, its role is far from the central aspect of the site. My intention
with the SustainLNK blog is to have a location to put written content that either
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1. Doesn’t have a Lincoln-specific focus; or
2. Is more of an editorial on local sustainability, rather than simply a part of the “hub of resources.”
So far, I have only found it necessary to make one post on the blog; even so, this post was mostly done
with the intent of having a blog post available upon the publication of the site on January 1st, 2022.
Moving forward, I plan to write various pieces on the intersectionality of sustainability and other social
justice topics as events or local legislation make them a focus of the community’s attention.

THE SUSTAIN LINCOLN PASSPORT
The Sustain Lincoln Passport13 is a feature of SustainLNK that seeks to encourage Lincoln residents to try
out sustainability resources listed on the site that they may not have tried otherwise. Functioning similar
to the Nebraska Passport system14, the Sustain Lincoln Passport allows participants to be entered into a
drawing for a quarterly prize upon submission of ‘proof’ of completing one or more of the qualifying
“stops and/or swaps” listed on the site.
The page lists out a variety of qualifying actions, and contains directions on how to get involved along
with a Google form to submit responses. Donated local gift cards and other services will make up the
varying pool of potential prizes as time goes on; more information can be found at the link above.

MOVING FORWARD: THE SUSTAIN LINCOLN BINGO BOARD
SustainLNK has been an exciting and ambitious project, and with that comes some sacrifices due to time
constraints. In turn, a few particular features of the site have been relegated to being developed after
the submission of SustainLNK as my UNL Honors Program Senior Project; one of these features is the
Sustain Lincoln Bingo Board.
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Originally brainstormed by Dr. Shah, the Sustain Lincoln Bingo Board will serve as a children-oriented
version of the Sustain Lincoln Passport, encouraging kids to get involved with living sustainably on a local
level. The function of the Bingo Board will be similar to many summer reading challenges offered by
public libraries - for example, those that allow you to pick out a free prize if you read books in five
different genres. The Bingo Board looks to encourage children to live more sustainable lifestyles while
being led and encouraged by an adult in their life; it is currently in development, and uses
Montessori-style learning as a guide to help kids get started while also learning life skills and important
facts about conserving our environment. These activities will come as a “Guardian’s Guide,” a PDF
available on SustainLNK as a separate document than the Bingo Boards themselves. Potential prizes for
kids who complete the Bingo Boards are still being brainstormed.

TRIAL AND ERROR: THE SUSTAIN LINCOLN NEWSLETTER
From the beginning, I have planned on SustainLNK being a resource that will continue to grow and
evolve as time goes on; with that, I’ve looked at a number of ways of sharing information on updates and
additions to the site. Along with social media (discussed at a later point), I planned to write and send out
the Sustain Lincoln Newsletter once each month.
After publishing the site and having a variety of sign-ups for the newsletter, I continued on to make an
account with a free newsletter management program. It was during the creation of this account that I
discovered it is against federal law to send out a newsletter without a physical address located within it;
the CAN-SPAM Act requires this valid address. With PO Boxes costing more than I could justify and me
not being comfortable with putting my home address in the newsletters, I was unable to begin the
Sustain Lincoln Newsletter. With that, I have decided to make social media a more primary feature of
SustainLNK.
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SOCIAL MEDIA
SustainLNK has two dedicated social media accounts, found as @SustainLNK on Twitter and Facebook.
The purpose of these accounts is to create an active hub to learn about sustainability-related events and
other updates that may be shorter in nature or otherwise not be a good fit for a permanent page on the
site. For example, the SustainLNK Twitter and Facebook pages have both made recent posts on an Open
House being offered by the City on two proposed bike lanes.
Alongside sharing of more timely information, the SustainLNK social media accounts also help to keep
the resource on people’s minds for when they find themselves with a relevant question. This function is
served both through the time-sensitive posts described above, as well as through more general posts
highlighting particular pages of the site.

CONTACT
Finally, I felt it was relevant to briefly discuss the methods of contacting myself that are offered through
SustainLNK as a feature of the site. For the creation of SustainLNK accounts and other communications, I
set up a free email account at SustainLincolnNE@gmail.com. Additionally, to increase professionalism, I
utilized a service offered through SustainLNK’s Wordpress plan to redirect emails sent to the SustainLNK
domain towards another email account, which can then be used to reply. For this, I set up for emails sent
to kayla@sustainlnk.org to be redirected to the above Gmail account.
Additionally, a Contact form is set up which will prompt messages to the above Gmail account; site users
are encouraged in the footer of each page to reach out with any potential improvements they may have
to suggest.
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SECTION FIVE: ADVERTISING
Hand in hand with my goal of always growing and developing SustainLNK, I also intend to always be
taking slight steps towards increasing awareness of this resource in the community. I have worked with
Dr. Shah to brainstorm a variety of different avenues of advertising, most of which break down into three
primary categories:
●

Local and university poster campaign;

●

Social media campaign; and

●

Local media and events.

These three methods of advertising are further described in subsequent sections.

LOCAL AND UNIVERSITY POSTER CAMPAIGN
Being a student who primarily attends on-campus classes, I find myself consistently encountering posters
around campus for various events and resources. This motivated me to look into what it would take to
create similar, professional-looking posters for SustainLNK to hang both around campus and at local
restaurants and businesses. With this, I decided to reach out to Goldenrod Printing, a local printing
company whose logo I’d noticed at a few social justice-related events over the past year.
Fortunately, the team at Goldenrod Printing was happy to help spread the word on this new community
resource - and after working through a few iterations of a SustainLNK poster design with my peers and
Dr. Shah, a partnership with Goldenrod Printing resulted in 100 free 11x17” SustainLNK posters to hang
around campus and Lincoln as a whole. A picture of the final poster is included on the next page.
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Fig.5: SustainLNK poster, designed by Kayla Kremke and printed courtesy Goldenrod Printing.
These posters have (and will continue to be) used to spread the word about SustainLNK at interested
local businesses, around campus, and at community events.

SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN
The second aspect of my primary advertising plan is a social media campaign with community leaders
online. Dr. Shah and I worked together to develop a list of potential leaders (such as elected officials,
business owners, and advocates) to reach out to and ask if they would be interested in sharing
SustainLNK on their social media accounts. This will not only help increase name recognition, but is also
likely to increase the following of SustainLNK on the two social media accounts.
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LOCAL MEDIA AND EVENTS
Finally, I have organized a campaign of local media and events to work towards the advertising of
SustainLNK. Some of the actions involved in this plan include:
●

Submitting a free 30-second press release with KZUM 89.3 FM, Lincoln’s nonprofit radio station;

●

Submitting entries to multiple campus newsletters;

●

Submitting news tips to the UNL student paper, The Daily Nebraskan, as well as other Lincoln
news sources; and

●

Signing up to have SustainLNK booths at community events.

As time goes on, I will continue this push, helping bring this community resource to the attention of
more Lincoln residents.

SECTION SIX: THE FUTURE OF SUSTAINLNK
As I’ve mentioned a few times previously, I look forward to SustainLNK growing and evolving over time. If
the time comes where I decide to leave Lincoln or find myself unable to maintain the site, I plan on
finding a new leader to take over its maintenance and guide the future of the site.
At the moment, SustainLNK is a personally funded community resource; however, I do not plan for this to
be the long-term plan. Keep Lincoln and Lancaster County Beautiful (KLLCB) offers small grants to
encourage local individuals or organizations to lead litter cleanups in the community; I look forward to
organizing 1-2 local litter cleanups per year that will not only help clean up Lincoln, but also fund the
hosting, domain, and further advertising of SustainLNK.
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CONCLUSION
Overall, the research and design of SustainLNK was an involved and intentional process that resulted in a
high-quality hub of sustainability resources for the Lincoln community. While many different avenues of
thought have been put into its development, I look forward to adding content and otherwise improving
the site in whatever ways I find beneficial as it becomes more frequently used.
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APPENDIX ONE
1. https://kaylakremke.wixsite.com/sustainlnk
2. https://sustainability.unl.edu/unl-green-guide-lincoln
3. https://lincolnne.mylnk.app/categories?language=en
4. https://sustainlnk.org/cutting-down-carbon-emissions/
5. https://sustainlnk.org/cutting-down-carbon-emissions/reducing-transportation-emissions/walki
ng-biking-scooters/bikelnk/
6. https://sustainlnk.org/cutting-down-carbon-emissions/reducing-transportation-emissions/walki
ng-biking-scooters/trails-in-lincoln/
7. https://sustainlnk.org/reworking-your-waste-stream/managing-your-waste-stream/composting/
yard-waste-disposal-ban/
8. https://sustainlnk.org/reworking-your-waste-stream/managing-your-waste-stream/recycling/wh
ere-does-recycling-go/
9. https://sustainlnk.org/reworking-your-waste-stream/managing-your-waste-stream/recycling/bin
-buddies/
10. https://sustainlnk.org/cutting-down-carbon-emissions/reducing-transportation-emissions/walki
ng-biking-scooters/scooterlnk/
11. https://wordpress.org/openverse/
12. https://sustainlnk.org/blog/
13. https://sustainlnk.org/sustain-lincoln-passport-4/
14. https://nebraskapassport.com/

